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Susan Suzi" Kay Quatro, born on 3rd June 1950, Detroit, Michigan, US, is a rock singer-songwriter, multi-
instrumentalist, record producer, radio presenter and actress. Quatro was the first female bass player to

become a major rock star. Suzi had a string of singles during the 1970s that were bigger hits in Europe and
Australia than in her homeland, topping the charts in the UK, several countries in mainland Europe and

Australia with "Can the Can" (1973) and "Devil Gate Drive" (1974).

Suzi Quatro .Susan Kay Quatro.3 1950 . 1 day ago Suzi Quatro is remembering a pivotal moment. Suzi
Quatro. Suzi 4 Rock n Roll Hall of Fame.
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Overview Biography. Legend The Best Of QUATROSUZI. On these pages you can get exclusive access to
one of the most prolific rock and roll stars of the last. Suzi Quatro was born in Detroit Michigan in June 1950.
Suzi Quatro Biography by Mark Deming Follow Artist. Suzi Quatro Soundtrack National Lampoons Van
Wilder. Quatros career began in the garage rock era of the 60s with the band the Pleasure Seekers but she

became a. American rock musician Suzi Quatro is often referred to as the Godmother of Rock by many of her.
If Suzi Quatro hadnt existed wed be inhabiting a very different musical landscape. The new documentary Suzi
Q tells the story of Detroitborn Suzi Quatro the barrierbusting musician. Suzi herself made her debut on stage
playing bongos in her fathers jazz band The Art Quatro Trio. Suzi Quatro was hardly the first Tough Girl in
rock roll there were plenty of precursors from Wanda Jackson and the ShangriLas to Grace Slick and Janis
Joplin but Quatro codified a type of rock roll woman who didnt exist before she took the stage one who

looked as tough as the guys and wasnt merely a singer but also an instrumentalist the leader of the band who
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made the noise. Suzi Quatro was hardly the first Tough Girl in rock roll there were plenty of precursors from
Wanda. At 15 she formed an allgirl group with her sisters Patti Quatro Nancy Quatro and Arlene Quatro
called Suzi and the Pleasure Seekers. The album was released under Bell Records in the United States and
Canada EMI Records in Japan and Columbia Records in some European countries. Avril Lavigne has a

perfume named after her song Black Star.
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